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Abstract:

The paper reviews the literature on disciplinary credit assignment practices, and presents the
results of a longitudinal study of credit assignment practices in the fields of economics, high
energy physics, and information science. The practice of alphabetization of authorship is
demonstrated to vary significantly between the fields. A slight increase is found to have taken
place in economics during the last 30 years (1978-2007). A substantial decrease is found to have
taken place in information science during the same period. High energy physics is found to be
characterised by a high and stable share of alphabetized multi-authorships during the
investigated period (1990-2007). It is important to be aware of such disciplinary differences
when conducting bibliometric analyses.
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Introduction
What are the advantages of being first-named author of a publication? van Praag and van Praag (2008: P782)
argue that first-named authorship entails benefits in terms of (1) first-named authors are perceived by some
to be those making the greatest contribution, (2) citation indices have for a long time only counted citations
to first-named authors and consequently their citation counts are greater and (3) citations within articles are
often shortened to ‘[first author] et al.’ Consequently, being first-named contributes to the reputation and
visibility of the author cited. Einav and Yariv (2006: 186) add another aspect to the list of benefits pointing
to the fact that reference lists typically are ordered alphabetically and consequently, first named authors are
easier to locate in the list.
Despite the evident advantages of being first-named author noted as early as in 1977 (Rudd,
1977) credit assignment practices have been demonstrated to vary from discipline to discipline (Engers et al.,
1999) and even within disciplines (Laband, 2002; Joseph, Laband and Patil, 2005). Some disciplines place
significant value on being the first author listed in a multi-authored article. In these disciplines authorship is
not always listed alphabetically. Other disciplines place lesser value on being the first author listed, and
authors are thus much more often listed in alphabetical order (Birnholtz, 2007). Yet, longitudinal studies of
trends and tendencies in various disciplines are few. Studies combining credit assignment practices with
trends in multi-authored publications such as hyper-authorship are even fewer.
According to Davenport and Cronin (2001), the practice of honorific authorship (the granting
of a byline for purely social or political reasons) is a well-known phenomenon in the biomedical community
that has inflated the levels of co-authorship into ‘hyperauthorship’. This term was coined by Cronin (2001)
who argued that changes in the conditions of scientific work and the associated reward structures have had
significant impacts on the collective understanding of authorship. His study of credit assignment in
biomedicine shows that the contemporary author “is no longer the sole conceiver, fabricator, and owner of
the published article. Instead, today’s biomedical journal article is the progeny of occasionally massive
collaborations, the individual members of which may have minimal involvement in the fashioning of the
literary end-product itself, with the act of writing being delegated to a subgroup or designated
spokespersons” (Cronin, 2001: 567). Cronin and Franks (2006) find that intense co-authorship and subauthorship collaboration are defining features of contemporary research in the life sciences. Persson, Glänzel
and Danell (2004) find the same tendencies in their study of all papers indexed in the Science Citation Index
(1980-2000). Their results show that the number of papers have grown by 36 percent between 1980 and
1998, the number of authors have grown by 64 percent, the amount of citations received by 76 percent and
total references made by 93 percent. These almost inflationary growth rates led the authors to call for
relative and strictly normalised indicators in bibliometric trend analyses and medium-term or longterm studies.
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This paper reports the results of a comparative study of credit assignment practices in the
fields of economics and information science for the period 1978-2007, and high energy physics for the
period of 1990-2007 (journals representing the field are not available for analysis before 1990). High energy
physics is chosen as it is a field characterized by hyper-authorship. Economics was chosen because it is a
discipline characterised by a remarkably high share of papers with names listed in alphabetical order (Engers
et al., 1999). Finally, Information science is chosen as we expect that the majority of information scientists
are likely aware of the increased visibility and attention received by first-authors as well as the potential
bibliometric consequences of using the alphabetical principle when listing authors. The paper is organized as
follows: The next section provides an overview of related research. The following sections present the
methods of data collection and processing followed by results, discussions and conclusions.

Credit assignment practices
According to Laband and Tollison (2000) intellectual collaboration can take the form of formal coauthorship as well as informal (e.g. professional meetings, informal commentary or presentations at
seminars). Despite the sparse attention in the literature, they consider the importance of collegiality to be
universally acknowledged by scholars. Drawing the line between the informal and the formal collaboration
is however, not a trivial task. Savitz (1999) argue that many people contribute to a scientific project and the
magnitude of the contributions range from trivial to crucial. Attention is often called to the ‘gift authorship’
that describes attributing authorship to people with limited intellectual contribution to the research project
(e.g. the leader of a scientific group or the person(s) providing the funding for the project). Flanagin et al.
(1998) conduct a case study and find that articles with honorary authors occur in shares ranging from 11 to
25 percent in three medical journals. Bates et al. (2004) finds shares ranging from 4 to 60 percent in three
medical journals (with an overlap of two journals with the aforementioned study).
Quite the opposite of the gift authorship is the ‘ghost authorship’ that characterises individuals
with considerable intellectual contribution that are not attributed authorship. Flanagin et al. (1998) conduct a
case study and find that articles with ghost authors occur in shares ranging from 7 to 16 percent in three
medical journals and 2 percent show evidence of both gift and ghost authorship. A list of authors do not
provide information on what a specific author can be held responsible for and particularly in the case of
mistakes or misconduct liability can be difficult to allocate among authors (Kennedy, 2003). To address the
problem with multiple authors the ‘film credits’ approach has been suggested which list contributors with
their individual contribution (Garfield, 1982). Several medical journals have changed the definition of
authorship employing a model that allows readers to distinguish between different types of authorship.
Authors are described as contributors and guarantors (see e.g. Smith, 1997).
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Having determined the appropriate list of authors for a publication the problem of ordering the
names remains. The authors can state in a note that some (or all) of the authors have contributed equally to
the publication just as the publication can have more than one corresponding author which is also a sign of
“equal first authors”. There has been a rise in the use of equal contributors (Hu, 2009), however, it does not
solve the issue of ordering the names. A number of possible ordering principles exist. According to van
Praag and van Praag (2008) two strategies can be used: the alphabetical or the non-alphabetical. Chandra et
al. (2006) outline principles and practices of ordering names which could be regarded as strategies and they
add two: randomness (e.g. a coin flip) and subdividing authorship across different publications, with some
joint and some separate publications covering different pieces of a collaborative project. The former is a nonalphabetical strategy whereas the latter is in fact not an ordering principle as it implies that there may be
instances of ghost authorship but does mention how the authors should be ordered.
The lexicographic listing of authors can be considered an expression of the authors having
contributed equally to the paper. Listing alphabetically can also be caused by authors being hesitant to
violate the norm of listing alphabetically which is an equilibrium solution (Engers et al., 1999). The authors
of a publication may not necessarily have the same perception of the size and character of each author’s
contribution and to avoid a wearisome negotiation of ordering the lexicographic principle may be the
solution. However, as Maciejovsky, Budescu and Ariely (2009) also argue, a calculating and strategically
planning author would be in search of co-authors with last names later in the alphabet than themselves. The
alphabetical listing can also be a case of listing authors randomly as suggested by Lake (2010). The fewer the
authors the greater possibility of listing the authors alphabetically by chance.
The non-alphabetical strategy can be used to indicate “author-rated level of contribution”
(Baerlocher et al., 2007). This typically implies that the lead author have contributed with a disproportionate
amount of work. Baerlocher et al. (2007) have analysed types of contributions for various author positions
and determined patterns of author order and type of contribution. Drenth (1998) finds that a rise in the
number of authors in British Medical Journal over 20 years is mainly explained by a rise in authorship
among professors and department chairpersons. In some fields (e.g. medicine) they are typically listed last
(Drenth, 1998) and in other fields (e.g. high energy physics) they are typically listed in the alphabetical order
(Birnholz, 2006). Laband and Tollison (2000) suggest that grant funding may be related to the use of nonalphabetical listing as the fund-raiser may be named as (first)author in disciplines were grant money includes
funding a lab and a team of potential contributors to the scientific production process whereas in other
disciplines grant money only support the principal investigator. However, they find little evidence to support
their hypothesis. The non-alphabetical strategy can also be a merit-based ordering as a result of differences in
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hierarchical positions, the relative academic reputations of co-authors (van Praag and van Praag, 2008)1 or
age (Liang et al., 2001; Liang, Liu & Rousseau, 2004). A principle of rotation can also lead to the use of the
non-alphabetical strategy. A research team can decide to let first author attribution rotate among authors
along with a footnote stating that the work is collaborative work with authors contributing equally (Savitz,
1999).
Interpreting the author contributions of multi-authorered papers is anything but simple. Savitz
(1999: 401) argues that “information about the nature of the collaboration is encrypted in the sequence of
authors, obvious to some readers and certain to be misunderstood by other”. Kennedy (1999) stresses that “if
quality judgements about individuals are to be made on the basis of their personal contributions, then the
judges better know what they did”. Majciejovsky, Budescu and Ariely (2009: 597) discuss the implications
of weak ordering norms and implicitly also offers an explanation of why ordering norms exist:

First, strong norms render inferences about contribution credits more accurate (i.e., more likely to
reflect the authors’ intentions). Second, when the norms are violated, researchers are penalized in
terms of their assigned contribution credits. Third, the penalty for mixed contribution signals is more
complex when the norms are alphabetical, because a nonalphabetical ordering on one paper questions
the ordering norm of other (alphabetically ordered) papers. Fourth, the signal about individual
contributions is least clear for two-authored papers, where alphabetical ordering either reflects equal
contribution or relative contribution (when the ordering happens to coincide with the surnames’
alphabetical order).

Authors working within disciplines where publications are predominantly listing authors using the
alphabetical principle are potential victims of alphabetical discrimination as stated by Einav and Yariv
(2006). It can be argued that it is beneficial for authors whose names come early in the alphabet, since being
the first author implies certain advantages. Efthyvoulou (2008) suggest that it may be the other way around
because having a name that comes early in the alphabet may actually be harmful because an author with a
name early in the alphabet can never signal a higher than proportional contribution to a paper. The
alphabetical principle have with varying degrees of success been associated with a smaller production of
publications of authors in the second half of the alphabet (Chambers, Boath & Chambers, 2001; Laband &
Tollison, 2000). Salary has also been related to the alphabetical principle. Rudd (1977) finds no relation in
chemistry whereas Efthyvoulou (2008) finds that in economics faculty members with earlier last name
initials are more likely to get employment at high standard research departments.

1

It should be noted that the term merit-based assignment can have different meanings. Laband and Tollison uses the
term merit-based assignment to indicate that the principal contributor is listed as the first author (Laband & Tollison,
2000: 659).
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Einav and Yariv (2006) stress that authors are aware of the alphabetical discrimination and
respond accordingly. They find a relationship between alphabetical placement and participation in coauthored projects and willingness to list non-alphabetically. Van Praag and van Praag (2008) also find
evidence that authors are aware of the importance of name ordering and take precautions. They find several
characteristics of the composition of authors that determine the decision to list non-alphabetically. The order
of authorship is affecting the fraction of production team given authorship rights/acknowledgements. Laband
(2002) finds that 89 percent of economics articles are listed alphabetically whereas this is only the case for
44 per cent within agricultural economics. Conversely, 77 percent of agricultural economics articles are
multi-authored whereas only 65 percent within economics are co-authored. The loss for the main
contributing author is greater when he or she risks not being the first named author. Consequently, a response
to the alphabetical discrimination for authors with surnames in the second half of the alphabet is a reduced
willingness to co-author. The response is observed in economics where the average number of authors is
about 2 (Laband & Tollison, 2000) and may not be valid in disciplines characterised by a high number of
hyper-authorships. An example of such a discipline is high energy physics:

HEP has a longstanding tradition of extremely inclusive authorlists. From the recent past into
the present, this has meant alphabetically listing all members of a collaboration as authors on
any article written by any member of that collaboration (provided, of course, that the article is
based in data from that particular project) (Birnholtz (2006: 1762).

Methods
To illustrate the development over time in the sum of papers with (author) names listed in alphabetical order,
data was collected from journals representing three fields: two social science disciplines (economics and
information science (IS)) and one Science discipline (high energy physics (HEP)). As noted previously,
Economics was selected because it is a social science characterised by a remarkably high share of papers
with names listed in alphabetical order (Engers et al., 1999). IS was selected because it is a discipline
studying authorship practices, citation indices, etc., and consequently a discipline whose authors may know
about the potential benefits of first-named authorships. Finally, HEP is selected as a discipline characterised
by hyper-authorship as well as high degree of alphabetization.
It is important that the selected journals are representative for their respective disciplines,
since we would like our results to be as general as possible. For the analysis of economics the list of 27 core
journals identified by Diamond (1989) sets the basis2. For the analysis of IS the list of 12 core journals by

2

The list has been assessed critically (e.g., Burton & Phimister, 1995), and there exist a number of alternative lists (see
e.g. Beed & Beed (1996) for an overview; Axarloglou & Theoharakis, 2003; Bräuninger & Haucap, 2001; 2003; Sutter
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White and McCain (1998) is used3. The HEP journals is selected using the list of core journals identified by
SCOAP (scoap3.org). Appendix 1 provides an overview of the included journals. The list of HEP journals is
considerably shorter than the economics and IS lists, however, the shorter HEP journals list results in the
greatest number of included publications. The average number of included publications is 393 per year for
IS, 1433 for economics and 3716 for HEP.
The data collection was restricted to include research articles published between 1978 and
2007. For HEP the data collection is restricted to begin in 1990 because data is not available earlier. For each
article data were collected for the following variables: year of publication, number of authors, and whether
authors of multi-authored articles are listed alphabetically.

Results
The results demonstrate the development in authorships and the share of alphabetized multi-authorships. The
figures are shown using moving averages as it smoothes data series and makes it easier to spot trends. A
moving average is calculated as the average over a period of time that is constantly updated by removing the
oldest value and adding the newest value. The moving averages are calculated in intervals of three years
(note: moving averages for the first and last years are only calculated in intervals of two years).
Figures 1 through 3 present the development in the number of authors per article in economics
and IS journals from 1978 to 2007, and HEP journals from 1990 to 2007. In the beginning of the period the
majority of papers in the 27 economics journals were single authored as more than 65 per cent of all articles
had only one author. This number decreases substantially during the following 30 years. In 2007 the share
actually is less than half of the value 29 years earlier, as only a little over 30 per cent of all articles had only
one author. Correspondingly, the share of multi-authorships increases, and in 2007 the majority of articles
were written by two authors. These results are in accordance with results found by Hudson (1996) who
analyzed eight leading economics journals using observations from the period 1950 to 1993.

& Kocher, 2001). However, Diamond’s list has been used as starting point for other analyses of economics (e.g.,
Hudson, 1996), and is often used to justify the included journals on a shorter list (e.g., Kalaitzidakis, Mamuneas &
Stengos, 1999; Medoff, 2006).
3
A number of alternative lists have been proposed (e.g.; Noyons & Van Raan, 1998; Åström, 2007). Yet, the list by
White and MacCain (1998) has been used successfully as a starting point for other analyses (e.g., Nicolaisen, 2002).
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Figure 1. Share of single and multi authorships authorship in economics.

In the 12 IS journals a similar trend can be seen in the development in multi-authorships over time, although
the single-authored article prevails as the dominating type of authorship, because the increase in multiauthorships is distributed more evenly. The increase in authorship collaboration is in accordance with results
by Lipetz (1999) who found that the number of multi-author articles in one IS journal have been increasing
each decade since 1970
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Figure 2. Share of single and multi authorships authorship in information science.

Figure 3. Share of single and multi authorships authorship in high energy physics.
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The lowest number of single-authored publications in these three fields is found in HEP. In
1990 the share of single-authored publications is 29 per cent and in 2007 this share has decreased to 17
percent. On the other hand, publications with 4 or more authors make up as much as 24 per cent in 2007.
The increase in multi-authorships in all three fields is well-documented as a general trend in
the social sciences, the sciences, and in the arts and humanities, although it varies greatly by field (see e.g.,
Borgman & Furner, 2002). However, the crucial issue for the point made in the present paper is the shares of
alphabetized multi-authorships. The development in the shares of alphabetized multi-authorships over time
from 1978 (1990) to 2007 is shown in figures 4 through 6. Starting with economics, it is clear from Figure 4
that this discipline has a very high share of alphabetized multi-authorships, as roughly three fourths of all
multi-authorships are alphabetized. The level of alphabetization is lower for 4 and more authors than for 3
authors, which is also lower than for 2 authors. This is expected as an increase in the number of authors
reduces the probability for assigning authorship in alphabetical order by pure chance. The development over
time in economics is remarkable as the shares of alphabetized multi-authorships increase over time.
Turning to Figure 5, we see that the level of alphabetized authorship is much lower in IS,
especially in articles with 3 or more authors. Within this discipline less than half of all multi-authored
articles have alphabetized author names. When reducing the probability of alphabetization by pure chance,
we see a picture of a discipline where the use of alphabetization of authors is generally uncommon.
Furthermore, it is evident that the shares are decreasing over time.
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Figure 4. Percentage of articles in economics with names listed in alphabetical order by number of co-authors
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Figure 5. Percentage of articles in information science with names listed in alphabetical order by number of co-authors

Finally, figure 6 shows that HEP is characterised by a high share of alphabetized multiauthorships, as roughly three fourths of all multi-authorships are alphabetized. Again the level of
alphabetization decreases as the number of authors increases which we would expect as an increase in the
number of authors reduces the probability for assigning authorship in alphabetical order by chance.
Consequently, HEP is like economics a field where author order is typically alphabetical, however unlike
economics the development over time shows relatively stable shares for 2 to 4 authors whereas the share for
5 authors or more seems to be increasing.

Figure 6. Percentage of articles in high energy physics with names listed in alphabetical order by number of co-authors

Table 1 confirms the increasing tendency to alphabetization in economics and the decreasing
tendency in IS. The table contains an overview of 10 univariate linear regressions. The dependent variable is
the share of articles with authors in alphabetical order and the independent variable is time period (year). All
regressions of economics and IS publications are based on 30 observations (years) whereas analyses of HEP
are based on 18 observations. The coefficients in Table 1 can be interpreted as the yearly change in the share
of articles with authors listed alphabetically during the time period 1978 to 2007. The articles in IS written
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by 4 or more authors serve as an example: The coefficient -.010 means that on average over a period of 10
years, the share of articles with authors listed alphabetically decreased by 10 percentage points.

R square

Coefficient of dependent variable P value of coefficient

Economics: 2 authors

.78

.003

<.01

Economics: 3 authors

.64

.007

<.01

Economics: 4 authors or more

.58

.004

.201

LIS: 2 authors

.28

-.003

<.01

LIS: 3 authors

.20

-.005

<.05

LIS: 4 authors or more

.56

-.010

<.01

HEP: 2 authors

.79

-.002

<.01

HEP: 3 authors

.01

.000

.70

HEP: 4 authors

.49

.002

.38

HEP 5 authors or more

.23

.009

<.05

Table 1. Univariate linear regression. Dependent variable is the share of articles with authors in alphabetical order.
Independent variable is year. Regressions with p-values of the coefficient < .05 are marked with bold.

In general the coefficients for economics are positive, confirming a statistically significant
increasing use of alphabetization. The regression for 4 authors or more was not statistically significant at the
.05 level for economics due to a relatively small number of articles in this category during the first 10 to 15
years (on average only 12 articles with 4 or more authors a year the first 15 years in comparison with 35 on
average the last 15 years). The coefficients for IS are all negative, which oppositely confirms a statistically
significant decreasing use of alphabetization. Both in economics and IS the coefficients increase as the
number of authors increases (disregarding the regression for 4 authors or more that was not statistically
significant at the .05 level for economics). This is at least to a certain extent related to reducing the
probability of chance. However, it could also be related to a greater need of signalling the assignment of
priority. The analyses of HEP provide two regressions statistical significant at the .05 level. Articles with two
authors show a decrease in the use of alphabetization whereas articles with 5 authors or more are
increasingly ordering authors alphabetically.
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Discussion and conclusion
It is evident that bibliometric indicators have positive steering effects on the scientific community. They
may, for instance, stimulate publication activity and motivate researchers to collaborate more. Yet,
bibliometric indicators may also have negative steering effects (Weingart, 2005). According to Glänzel
(2006) these effects may be classified in at least four main categories: Exaggerated collaboration, inflation of
publication output by splitting up publications to least publishable units, inflation of citation impact by selfcitations, and the formation of citation cliques. We suggest expanding the categorization of possible negative
steering effects with a fifth category for changes in credit assignment. The results of our study show a
significant drop in alphabetized IS multi-authorships during the investigated 30 year period, and a significant
increase in alphabetized multi-authorships in economics during the same period. The HEP results are a little
mixed, but characterized by a high share of alphabetized authorships. Whether these results are caused alone
by differences in awareness of the citation analytical consequences of alphabetization of authorship is
undecided. Nevertheless, our results demonstrate co-variation between the use of ISI-based citation analysis
for research evaluation purposes and the use of the alphabetic principle among authors who are likely to
know about the bibliometric consequences of this practice. The last four decades have witnessed a steady
increase in the use of ISI-based citation analyses for research evaluation purposes (see e.g., Moed, 2005;
Monastersky, 2005; Wouters, 1999) which are judged to correlate well with our findings of the decline in
alphabetization of authorship in IS.
When using ISI-data for research evaluation purposes there are many pitfalls and obstacles
that need to be tackled. One is the problem that only first authors are listed in the cited references. Focusing
on multi-authored papers, citation counts for the economist Z will consequently be lower than for the
economist A. The same goes for Z and A in HEP, but not necessarily for Z and A in IS. These disciplinary
differences need to be accounted of as ones results may otherwise be wrong or at best flawed. Most of us are
aware of this. By “us” is meant us bibliometricians who in one way or another are applying ISI-data to our
studies of Science, scientists, research collaboration, -communication, etc. The problem is, however, that we
are not the only ones conducting or interpreting such work. Bibliometric studies are also conducted by other
groups of people. For instance, many countries are currently working on developing their own research
performance indicators. The people engaged in this work are often practitioners (administrators and others)
without the same knowledge and understanding as trained bibliometricians. It is consequently important to
inform this group of practitioners about the disciplinary differences that affect the outcome of bibliometric
studies. In order to do this we need systematic documentation that demonstrates these differences.
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